NIGHTINGALE MUSIC VOICE BOX SERIES EXTENDS SCOPE WITH
VOLUME FOUR ‘VOICE DROPS’
Over 750 Film-Quality Voice Elements Give Film, TV, Radio/DJ’s, Music and
Multimedia Producers Immediate Access to Royalty-Free Movie Lines, Sex & Innuendo,
and More
TORONTO: Nightingale Music (www.NightingaleMusic.com) a premier provider of
music and sound effects libraries for multimedia, has extended the scope of its popular
Voice Box Series with Volume 4 “Voice Drops”. Recorded to the highest quality
cinematic standards and filled with over 750 elements from the human mouth, “Voice
Drops” gives TV, film, radio/DJ’s, music and multimedia producers fast access to a
wealth of highly useful and inspirational royalty-free vocal components for their
productions.
Packaged on an audio CD and CD-ROM (.wav files), “Voice Drops” is thoroughly
organized and documented, with the needs of today’s speed-searching multimedia
producers firmly in mind. Media professionals of all stripes will find a rich source of
vocal material, ranging from highly functional (multi-lingual alphabet and numerical
countdowns) to wildly entertaining (rabid phone sex sessions) and everything in between.
The 20 categories covered on “Voice Drops” include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Movie Lines
Responses & Reactions
Kids Stuff
Foley (Laughs, Grunts, Screams, etc…)
Letters & Numbers
Radio Slug Lines & Listener Call-Ins
Hip Hop Samples
Humorous Insults
Greetings
Sayings
Sex & Innuendo
And Much More

Designed to bring maximum time and cost savings to media professionals, “Voice
Drops” was produced under the strict supervision of Nightingale Music founder Caron
Nightingale, a recognized composer, VO artist, music supervisor, and producer with over
22 years of music industry experience.
“’Voice Drops’ represents one of our most labor-intensive collection yet, taking over 10
months and 1200 hours to complete,” she says. “These discs save media professionals
time and money by providing them with essential vocal elements, including many things
that would be exceedingly time-consuming and expensive for them to record themselves.

Whether its being used to replace sounds in Hollywood or independent film soundtracks,
provide radio DJs with an arsenal of startling voice effects, or give musicians inspiring,
expertly-recorded samples from top talent that they can use immediately, I can’t think of
anything in ‘the Voice Box that wouldn’t make their life a lot easier.”
The Nightingale Voice Box series and all other Nightingale Music libraries are available
worldwide through Nightingale and its international sub-publishers. Available at an
MSRP US of $129.00, Volume 4 “Voice Drops” follows the huge success of Voice Box
Volume 1&2 “The Premier Collection”, and Volume 3 “Just Kids and Babies”, all of
which are recognized as indispensable tools globally by all major film studios, large and
small-market TV and radio stations, in-the-know music producers, Web/rich media
developers and more.
Georgean Johnson-Coffey, President of Blue Vision Music, one of the industries leading
sources of children’s music for television, games, CDs, and millions of interactive toys,
notes that Voice Box has been integral to several high-profile projects. “We have greatly
appreciated the precise cataloging of Voice Box materials,” Johnson-Coffey says. “It’s a
real time saver, but even more, it shows a quality product and the excellent customer
service that Nightingale Music provides.”
With Volume 4 “Voice Drops”, the Voice Box series reinforces its position as the
definitive source for royalty free vocal production elements. Whether film, TV, or radio
professionals are in search of the perfect component to finish a project, or DJ’s and music
producers need the inspiration to get one started, “Voice Drops” is an essential tool to
have on hand.
“We have been passionate about the Voice Box series since Day One, and to have the
world agree with us about its usefulness is extremely gratifying,” Caron Nightingale
concludes. “My goal was to make sure our users have all things vocal at their fingertips,
and with Volume Four ‘Voice Drops’, we’ve reinforced our place as the leader in voice
production elements.”
About Nightingale Music
Founded by Caron Nightingale in 1992, Nightingale Music Production Inc. offers
comprehensive music services for film, television and all media, including music libraries,
music supervision, writing and producing of original music. The company manages 10
libraries comprising over 1500 CDs, including original music and production music
available via blanket/needle drop licensing or buy-out. The company also produces the
Voice Box series of vocal production elements for multimedia applications. Nightingale
Music is available Internationally
For more information, please visit www.NightingaleMusic.com
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